11PlusDIY 2015-16
Programme
11PlusDIY will prepare you for the
2016 Grammar School Examination

Studying for the 11Plus is about parents and students working together, using
the right resources at the right time and in the right way.
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Who are 11PlusDIY?


11PlusDIY was formed in 2010, by parents and academics who were unhappy
with the quality of Saturday morning 11Plus tuition in their local area.



Today, 11PlusDIY is the nations largest provider of 11Plus specialist courses,
on line tuition and Mock Exams.



11PlusDIY don’t not believe in hot-housing students and forced study. Passing
the 11Plus successfully is about parents and students working together, using
the right resources at the right time and in the right way for both of you.



11PlusDIY provides local specialist services through a network of local tutors,
built upon best national expertise and practices.
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11PlusDIY – A Brief History


In 2010, 11PlusDIY became the first provider of 11Plus specialist on line tuition.



In 2011, 11PlusDIY began producing 11Plus specialist test papers



In 2012, 11PlusDIY began providing Mock Exams nationwide, but focused in every
venue on only the local syllabus and local exams.



In 2013, 11PlusDIY began providing specialist week long tuition and revision
courses in the school holidays to help students prepare.



In 2014, 11PlusDIY began providing specialist 11Plus training courses on the
individual subjects that students find the hardest (Cubes, Nets, Long and short
Mathematics and English Comprehension).



Today 11PlusDIY are a full service provider, who provide full Tuition Courses from
specialist local tutors, Mock Exams throughout the year, Test papers for use in you
own home. This year we are launching our a new 2015 online portal with over
50,000 updated questions covering the full updated CEM syllabus and with new
performance indicators providing all the information and analysis you need.
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2015/16 Syllabus
11PlusDIY provide
the services that
parents need to
ensure that
students are well
prepared for the
2016 11Plus
Examination.
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11Plus
On line
testing
11Plus
Test
Papers

11Plus
Training
Courses
11Plus
Mock
Exams

11PlusDIY services are
designed for parents
and students to use
the services they
need.
11PlusDIY services are
focused and will allow
students the
opportunity to pass
the 11Plus
Examination.

Studying for the 11Plus is about parents and students working together, using
the right resources at the right time and in the right way for both of you.

11PlusDIY 2015-16
Programme
This section outlines the 11PlusDIY programme of events for
academic year 2015 - 2016
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11PlusDIY 2015-16 Programme
The 11PlusDIY 2015-16 programme is broken down into three stages:

1. Introductory (September to December 2015)
2. Learning and Skills (January to June 2016)
3. Refresh and Revision (July to September 2016)
Each stage has been carefully written to encourage students in the
key areas of study. We seek to ensure that students do not over
study or peak to early. By having injections of learning throughout
the academic year students can learn core skills that complement
and build upon other forms of learning.

Please remember 11PlusDIY is designed for parents who want to be
involved in students study.
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11PlusDIY 2015-16 Programme
Part 1 - Introductory (October to December 2015)
• Begin your On-line training and Test papers to complete at home.
• Book your “Introduction to exam” course for November 2015, which
includes your first Mock Exam
• Complete your first 11Plus Skills course in November & December
(Short Mathematics for the 11Plus is core learning).

Part 2 - Core 11 Plus Skills (January to June 2016)
• Continue On-line training and test papers at home.
• Book your key skills courses in Winter & Spring. Long Mathematics, NVR
Rotation, Cubes & Nets and English Comprehension are core learning.
• Book your first “Intensive training courses” over the Easter Holiday and
May Half term school holidays (4 day of core 11Plus skills learning
• Attend a Mock Exam every month to test your skills and build confidence.

Part 3 - Refresh and Revision (July to Sept 2016)
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• Continue On-line training and test papers to complete at home.
• Attend our specialist skills refresher courses the core subjects for the
2016 exam – This is an exam focused learning course.
• Book on our Intensive revision course, (4 days giving you the focused
revision and final exam training you will need)
• Attend our Final Mock Exams (focused purely on the local Exam)

Part 1 - Introductory (Highlights)
October 2015 – 11PlusDIY Online training, test papers and planning for the 11 Plus
November 2015 – Introduction and Understanding Course (including Mock Exam)
A one day introductory course and Mock Exam is designed to outline the 11 Plus
environment to parents and children, followed by an appropriate Mock Exam. This
will start to introduce students early to the Exam environment.
December 2015 – Specialist skills courses – Short maths
A one day specialist course introducing short mathematics for the 11Plus. Short
maths skills underpin much of the 11Plus and this short course will provide the
skills necessary for 2016.
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Part 1 – Introductory, demystifies the exam environment through the first
Mock Exam. The Exam room is not to be feared and by introducing it early,
students will learn this. During Part 1, students work with parental support
online to understand the core question types, attend their first specialist skills
course (short Mathematics) and approach 2016 with a good understanding of
each subject and be looking forward to the Exam.

Part 2 - Learning & Skills (1)
January 2016

Specialist skills course – NVR Cubes and Nets

A one day specialist course on NVR Rotation, Cubes and Nets. This is the subject that most students
find difficult. This short course provides the skills necessary for the exam.

February 2016

Mock Exam 1

The first Mock Exam of 2016 provides students will an opportunity to test the learning and tuition to
date in a real Mock Exam environment.

February 2016

Specialist skills course – Long Mathematics

A one day specialist course on Long Mathematics. This is the subject that has featured most
commonly in new syllabus. This course provides the skills necessary for the exam.

March 2016

Specialist skills course – English Comprehension

A one day specialist course on English Comprehension. Comprehension questions are very
demanding. This short course will provide skills necessary for the exam.
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Part 2 – Learning & Skills provides the key learning and skills needed to progress
through the exam. The focus of Mock Exams during this period is to test the skills
needed to pass the 11Plus. Exams are structured on this basis. Students will
continue online testing (without parents) and attend specialist skills courses (Long
Mathematics, NVR Cubes and Nets and English) to master key subject skills.

Part 2 - Learning & Skills (2)
March 2016 Mock Exam 2
The second Mock Exam of 2016 provides students will an opportunity to measure their
learning and tuition to date in a real Mock Exam environment.

March & May 2016 Intensive Training Courses
The two Intensive training courses in April and May 2016 school holidays are designed
to inject core 11 Plus learning. The courses is provided over 4 days of core subject
teaching, providing students with a necessary breath of tuition to really embed skills.

April, May & June 2016 Mock Exam 3, 4 & 5
These Mock exams provide the key testing time to ensure that learning is on track.
The Mock Exams are designed to test skills and subjects, such that any deficiencies
are flagged up to promote increased learning and tuition. This is the best time to
find this out.
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Part 2 – Learning & Skills provides the key learning and skills needed to progress
through the exam. The focus of Mock Exams during this period is to test the skills
needed to pass the 11Plus. Exams are structured on this basis. Students will
continue online testing (without parents) and attend specialist skills courses
(Comprehension and Cubes and Nets).

Part 3 – Refresh & Revision
July & August 2016 - Refresh Courses – Mathematics, Comprehension & Cubes/Nets
We provide four specialist course refreshing those subjects that we believe are the hardest
to learn and teach. Deep knowledge of these subjects has historically separated the top
quartile students from others in the real exam.
July & August 2016 - Intensive Revision Courses
Two Intensive revision courses in July and August 2016 are designed to ensure that
students are prepared for the exam and that final revision is focused on achieving the
right result. The courses include 4 days of core subject revision focused very heavily on
being exam ready.
July & August 2016 Mock Exam 6 - 10
These Mock exams are set in the local exam format and focused very much on exam
focus. The Mock Exams will reveal any deficiencies before the exam. This is the time to
know.
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Part 3 – Refresh and Revision is designed to keep the pace going right through to
the exam. The focus of Mock Exams during this period is to test the skills to
above the local standard to pass the 11Plus. Exams are structured on this basis.
Students will continue online testing and attend revision courses to ensure that
their first choice school can be achieved.

11PlusDIY 2015-16
Pricing
This section outlines the 11PlusDIY pricing for events for
academic year 2015 - 2016
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Pricing policy
11PlusDIY Pricing is designed to reward customers who book early. Those who book early for
courses and exams will receive discounts.
Date

Mock
Exams

Mock
Exam
(discount)

1 Day
Course

1 Day
Course
(discount)

December

£75

£60

January

£75

£60

November

Introduction
Course &
Mock Exam

Introduction
Course &
Mock Exam
(discount)

£60

£50

4 Day
Course

4 Day
Course
(discount)

February

£30

£30

£75

£60

March

£60

£45

£75

£60

£200

£180

April

£60

£50

£75

£60

£200

£180

May

£60

£50

£75

£60

June

£60

£50

£75

£60

July

£60

£75

£60

£200

£190

August

£60

£75

£60

£200

£190
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Note 1: Discounts applied to the first 10 places on Mock Exams.
Note 2: Discounts applied to the first 5 places on 1 and 4 day courses.

